
The BonSolo is the successor of the BonFeu BonBini (Bonfeu (small). It is equipped with a rotating grill. 
In addition, the fireplace has a cut-out logo on the front. This gives a great effect during firing.

Art. nr. 3401
Art. nr. 3401R

H 126 cm Ø 34cm
Incl. grillrost and spark screen

BONSOLO
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EXPERIENCE
MOMENTS 

OF WARMTH AND
ATMOSPHERE

BonFeu stands for a recognizable and unique design and a 

high quality. We always strive to develop fireplaces that are 

comfortable to use and also suitable for delicious outdoor 

cooking. Creative and contemporary designs that anticipate 

on current trends, but always with a certain robustness that 

guarantees a long life. Because of these core values, 

BonFeu has developed into a leading brand in the world of 

fireplaces, firepits and firebowls.
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Art. nr. 3401 Art. nr. 3401R

BONSOLO
The BonSolo is one of our smallest fireplaces, but a real eye-catcher. It is equipped with a rotating grill

and has a cut-out logo on the front. This logo gives a great effect during fire. 
The BonSolo also has extendable legs which makes it easy to stabilize. 

H 126 cm Ø 34cm
Incl. grillrost and spark screen
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This timeless mood creator has proven to be a hit for years. 
Lighting a fire & grilling has never been easier and more atmospheric. Just like the BonSolo,
this model comes with a rotating grill as well as extendable legs for optimal stabilisation. 

BONBONO

Art. nr. 4501 Art. nr. 4501R

H 165 cm Ø 45cm
Incl. grillrost and spark screen
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Wide base
for more stability

Three legs
for more stability

Recognizable
laser-cut logo

Wok-ring

Optional:
Plancha

Grill

Cooking possibilitiesIn addition to the timeless design and the high quality of 

materials, the BonFeu stoves have a lot of other features and 

benefits. All stoves, except for the BonCarre, are on three legs. 

The advantage of three legs is that the stove automatically 

adapts to the unevenness of the surface on which it stands. 

In addition, all legs are provided with an extra wide base. 

For even more stability. Our word logo is lasered on the top of 

the hull in each stove. This makes all BonFeu fireplaces very 

recognizable. In addition to the handy spark screen, 

almost all stoves come with a chrome grill and a wok ring. 

And for the stoves that fit a wok ring, a Plancha (see page 

45) is also an option. This makes most of our models ideal for 

outdoor cooking.

FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
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The BonGiano SP is a sturdy garden fireplace with grill and wok ring. 
The perfect combination for a cozy fireplace and the perks of outdoor cooking.

BONGIANO SP

Art. nr. 3001 Art. nr. 3001R

H 142cm Ø 30cm
 Incl. grillrost, wok ring, spark screen and lid.

A plancha is optional (Art. nr. BPR3.400G)
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This is the bigger brother of the BonGiano SP. With an ideal height of 164cm and the grill and wok ring, 
it is very suitable for outdoor cooking with a bigger group.

BONGIANO LP

Art. nr. 3002 Art. nr. 3002R

H 164cm Ø 30cm
 Incl. grillrost, wok ring, spark screen and lid.

A plancha is optional (Art. nr. BPR3.400G)
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The BonTino has a similar look and feel as both the BonGiano fireplaces. However, the BonTino fireplace is slightly bigger 
with a diameter of 35cm. Because of the bigger body, this fireplace gives an even more robust feeling. Because of the wider 

diameter and a height of 164cm, you get a great fireplace with barbecue grill and wok ring for your garden.

BONTINO

Art. nr. 3501 Art. nr. 3501R

H 164cm Ø 35cm
 Incl. grillrost, wok ring, spark screen and lid.

A plancha is optional (Art. nr. BPR3.400G)
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The BonCarre is a multifunctional fireplace and a great asset to any patio or garden because of its design and barbecue 
function. The BonCarre is a rugged, square model with four distinctive legs. The fireplace is made from solid steel and has 

a heat-resistant coating. As well as the same options for cooking as his round equal: The BonTino.

BONCARRE

Art. nr. 3503 Art. nr. 3503R

H 164cm  35x35cm
 Incl. grillrost, wok ring, spark screen and lid.

A plancha is optional (Art. nr. BPR3.400G)
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This material is a metal alloy consisting of iron to which 

copper, phosphorus, silicon, nickel and chromium are added. 

It’s strength is comparable to that of other alloy steels such 

as stainless steel. Corten steel is a weather-resistant steel and 

has a brown rust color. This rust-colored and dense oxide skin 

protects the deeper lying material from oxygen, resulting in a 

considerably slower oxidation process. Due to the oxide layer, 

there is no need to paint the material.

CORTEN STEEL
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Together with his bigger brother (the BonVes 45) the BonVes 34 are the newest members in the BonFeu family. 
The BonVes is based on old-fashioned washing machines that were sometimes used by hobbyists to create their own fire basket. 

The perforated steel provides a beautiful view of the fire. For optimal stabilization, The BonVes has been provided with extendable 
legs. The BonVes 34 can easily be tranformed into a multi purpose cooking station with the BonFeu Plancha 44 (Ø 45cm).

BONVES 34

Art. nr. 3402 Art. nr. 3402R

H 85cm Ø 34cm | Incl. grillrost
A plancha is optional (Art. nr. BPR6.450G)
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The BonVes 45 is the big brother of the BonVes 34 with an height of 100cm and diameter of 45cm. 
As well as his little brother, the BonVes 45 has extendable legs and the option of using the BonVes

as a cooking station using the BonFeu Plancha 55 (Ø 55cm).

BONVES 45

Art. nr. 4502 Art. nr. 4502R

H 100cm Ø45cm
 Incl. grillrost.

A plancha is optional (Art. nr. BPR6.550G)
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PLANCHA
(AND SPATULA)

Most of the BonFeu fireplaces and firepits are equipped with extras like a grill grate or wok ring. 

But we also created the BonFeu Plancha for all these fireplaces and firepits. The Plancha is made out of 6mm thick steel 

and is created for grilling the most delicious types food. There are three sizes available; one suitable for the BonGiano’s, 

BonTino and the BonCarre (Ø 40cm), one for the BonVes 34 (Ø 45cm) and one for the BonVes 45 (Ø 55cm). 

Very easy to install, user-friendly and a perfect working height to barbecue. And for optimal and easy use we have a 

Spatula to complete your cooking experience.

Plancha Ø 40cm | Art. nr. BPR3.400G Plancha Ø 45cm | Art. nr. BPR6.450G
Plancha Ø 55cm | Art. nr. BPR6.550G

Spatula | Art. nr. STB
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The BonPyra is a beautiful patio fireplace with a height of 160cm and a diameter of 50cm at the bottom. The BonPyra has 
three legs that are characteristic of the Bonfeu brand. It is equipped with a special tray to collect the ashes. The BonPyra 

also includes a spark screen. 

BONPYRA

Art. nr. 5003

H 166cm Ø 50cm
Incl. spark screen and ash tray.
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The BonBiza is much more than just a barbecue. It is fired on wood and gives off a comfortable warmth. 
The baking tray has a diameter of 80cm and is 4mm thick, which makes it extremely suitable as a cooking and baking 

surface. The BonBiza is also provided with adjustable feet to create optimal stabilization.

BONBIZA

Art. nr. 8001 Art. nr. 8001R

H 100cm Ø 45cm
 Incl. grillrost.
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The BonTons are by far the biggest fireplaces that BonFeu produces. The BonTon 40 has a diameter of 40cm 
and a height of 145cm. Without a doubt an eye-catcher on every terrace.

BONTON 40

Art. nr. 4002 Art. nr. 4002R

H 145cm Ø 40cm
 Incl. spark screen and ashtray.
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With a diameter of 50cm and a height of 172cm we can safely speak of a large-sized garden fireplace. 
Like its little brother its without a doubt, an eye-catcher on every terrace.

BONTON 50

Art. nr. 5002 Art. nr. 5002R

H 172cm Ø 50cm
 Incl. spark screen and ashtray.
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With a diameter of 60cm and a height of 195cm, this BonTon is an even bigger fireplace and will surely 
impress your guests with its size and its range of heat. 

BONTON 60

Art. nr. 6002 Art. nr. 6002R

H 195cm Ø 60cm
 Incl. spark screen and ashtray.
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Outdoor cooking is trendy and booming. Put on a fire and cook yourself a soup, barbecue, grill 

some meat or fish and simply enjoy! In short, outdoor cooking is simply enjoying the best dishes 

in your garden with family, friends, neighbors and others... all year-round! BonFeu provides a wide 

range of cooking products and accessories for all your outdoor cooking needs. 

OUTDOOR COOKING

3.

1.
Cooking possibillities

Grill

Wok-ring

Optional: Plancha
(See page 24)

Wide base
for more stability

Three legs
for more stability

Recognizable
laser-cut logo

Wok-ring

Optional:
Plancha

Grill

Cooking possibilities

1.

2.

3.

2.
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The BonBini is one of the classic fireplaces of the BonFeu brand. The fireplace is specially designed as a terrace fireplace
that can be used on the patio or lawn. After all these years, the BonBini, and his big brother BonSelo, 

have not lost any popularity and are therefore a proven success.

BONBINI

Art. nr. 2901

H 117cm Ø 29cm
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The BonSelo is also one of the classic fireplaces of the BonFeu brand and is the bigger brother of the BonBini. 
The BonSelo was the first fireplace that could function as a fireplace as well as a barbecue with the swing-out grill.

BONSELO

Art. nr. 3901

H 147cm Ø 39cm
 Incl. grillrost.
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Available in 5 sizes (Ø 60cm, Ø 80cm, Ø 100cm, Ø 120cm and Ø 150cm) and made of corten steel. 
A fire bowl that will not look out of place in your garden. 

The BonBowls can also be used for cooking with our complementary Broiling Board.

BONBOWL

 Ø 60cm
 Ø 80cm
 Ø 100cm
 Ø 120cm
 Ø 150cm

   Art. nr. FB3.600C
   Art. nr. FB3.800C 
   Art. nr. FB3.1000C
   Art. nr. FB3.1200C
   Art. nr. FB3.1500C
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With this BonFeu broiling board, you can easily smoke fish over the garden fireplace or firebowl. 

This wooden board can be attached to the edge with clamps and makes you 

enjoy a delicious wood-smoked piece of fish!

BROILINGBOARD

Broilingboard  |  Art. nr. WFB
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For almost every BonFeu product there is an accessory to make your BonFeu 

experience even better. For the BonGiano SP/LP, the BonTino, the BonCarre and 

the BonTon 40, there is an option to extend the pipe with one of our separately

sold BonFeu Pipes. If you want to extend the stovepipe and perhaps even run it 

outside the roof of  -for example- your veranda, a BonFeu Connector is a great option. 

To ensure our products durability, we can provide you with sutable protection items 

such as the BonFeu Raincover and the BonFeu RainCap. 

Thus keeping your BonFeu product nice and dry. 

ACCESSOIRIES

Pipe L 660mm Ø 100mm | Art. nr. CH100.660

Pipe L 660mm Ø 100mm | Art. nr. CH100.660R

Connector Ø100 90° | CN100.900
Raincover Solo
Art. nr. 3401C

Raincover Bono/Pyra/Selo
Art. nr. 4501C

Raincover Giano SP
Art. nr. 3001C

Raincover Tino/GianoLP/Carre
Art. nr. 3501C

Raincap Ø 100mm | Art. nr. RC100.3035
Raincap Ø 120mm | Art. nr. RC120.4501
Raincap Ø 140mm | Art. nr. RC120.4501
Raincap Ø 180mm | Art. nr. RC180.6002

Connector Ø100 90° R | CN100.900R

Connector Ø100 45° R | CN100.450RConnector Ø100 45° | CN100.450

Pipe L 440mm Ø 100mm | Art. nr. CH100.440

Pipe L 440mm Ø 100mm | Art. nr. CH100.440R
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